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Abstract
Clinico-pathological features of 56 patients
with primary gastric lymphoma were evaluated
retrospectively. All cases were regraded
according to a classification of Isaacson et al
into high grade and low grade B-cell mucosa
associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma. A third
group of mixed grade was recognised in 11
patients with low grade who also had occasional
areas ofhigh grade. Low grade and mixed grade
patients had a 100% actuarial survival at 156
months, whichwas significantly better(p<0 01)
than that of 52% for patients with high grade
disease. Different treatment methods -
surgery, chemotherapy, or a combination of
both - did not significantly affect survival. Low
grade tumours occurred mainly in men with a
history of several years, and who presented
with non-specific gastric symptoms without
remarkable exploratory or laboratory findings:
most patients were in stage IE-IIE and
achieved remission and cure. High grade can
have a shorter history, systemic symptoms,
abnormal exploratory and laboratory findings,
gastric tumour masses, stage IV disease, and a
worse outcome. The only significant .prog-
nostic factors for survival were the type of
lymphoma and stage IV disease. These find-
ings support the Isaacson classification system
which separates two extreme groups of gastric
lymphomas with different morphology,
behaviour, and outcome. The presence of
limited areas of high grade in a specimen
showing low grade does not change the
outcome but suggests that primary gastric
lymphoma forms a continuum between these
extreme types.
(Gut 1992; 33: 1307-1311)

An important advance in the understanding of
extranodal lymphomas has been the description
of a specific mucosa associated lymphoid tissue
(MALT)'2 that is normally present mainly in
intestinal and bronchial mucosa. 5 MALT is also
present in other organs, such as the stomach, but
only after chronic inflammation. Lymphomas
arising in these specific areas share many histo-
logical, phenotypical, and functional properties
with normal MALT and exhibit a biological
behaviour that differs from that of the nodal
lymphomas.6 7

Gastrointestinal lymphoma is uncommon,8'2
but gastric lymphoma is the most frequent
form'3-'7 and could be a good model for the
evaluation of MALT tumour behaviour. 3 16
Thus, the aim of this study was to evaluate
retrospectively the characteristics and outcome
of 56 cases of primary gastric lymphoma that
have been morphologically reclassified according

to recent knowledge
lymphomas.

of the MALT derived

Methods
In this series, 56 patients with primary gastric
lymphoma were evaluated retrospectively. Only
patients who fulfilled the criteria described by
Isaacson et al2'` were included. Patients with
secondary involvement of the stomach by non-
Hodgkin's lymphoma were therefore excluded.
Thirty four patients were studied at the
Fundacion Jimenez Diaz (Madrid), 14 at the
Hospital Virgen de la Salud (Toledo) and eight at
Hospital Ramon y Cajal (Madrid) between 1963
and 1990. Clinical data were obtained from their
medical histories. Upper gastrointestinal radio-
graphy was performed in 42 patients and endo-
scopy with biopsy specimens in 48 patients.
Laparotomy was performed for diagnosis or
treatment, or both, in 50 cases. Five of the six
patients who had not undergone operation were
staged by computed tomography and bone
marrow biopsy. Patients were staged according
to the Ann Arbor system.'8 All specimens from
gastrectomy, endoscopy, and bone marrow were
routinely processed. A panel of monoclonal
antibodies was used to characterise the gastric
lymphoma in all 50 patients who had undergone
surgery. All the cases were classified as B-cell
lymphomas with a complete immunopheno-
type.'9 All endoscopic biopsy specimens and
gastrectomy materials were reviewed and classi-
fied according to the proposals of Isaacson et al.20
A new group, mixed grade B-cell7 16 19 20 21 was also
included, when an otherwise typical low grade
B-cell MALT lymphoma showed focal areas of
high grade B-cell MALT lymphoma.

Gastric surgery was the only treatment in 10
patients with low grade, in three patients with
mixed grade, and in nine patients with high
grade lymphomas. Adjuvant chemotherapy with
CHOP or CHOP-variants was used in three
patients with low grade, in four patients with
mixed grade, and in 10 patients with high grade
disease. Two patients with low grade, two with
mixed grade, and two with high grade were
treated exclusively with chemotherapy. Two
patients refused treatment. A complete remis-
sion was defined as the resolution of clinical,
radiological, and endoscopic evidence of disease.
A partial remission was considered as a reduction
in tumour mass of 50%.

Survival curves of the three histological
groups were analysed according to the Kaplan
and Meier method22 and the differences between
these curves were calculated with the Mantle
test. Analysis of survival was calculated in only
15 of the 20 patients in the low grade group, in
9 of 11 in the mixed grade group, and in 21 of 25
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with high grade lymphomas as 11 patients had
either inadequate follow up or no treatment.
The same methods were also used for the analysis
of survival in patients treated with surgery,
surgery plus chemotherapy, or chemotherapy
alone.

Statistical comparisons of means or percent-
ages were performed between sexes, ages,
duration of symptoms before diagnosis, symp-
toms, data obtained from physical examination,
laboratory data abnormalities, radiological and
endoscopic findings, and the macroscopic
appearances in the gastrectomy specimen in the
joint low/mixed grade group v those in the high
grade group. In patients who had undergone
operation a X2 test was performed for the
analysis ofthe possible association with mortality
of the following variables: stage I-II v stage IV
disease, histological subtype low/mixed grade or
high grade, presence or absence of gastric serosal
invasion, presence or absence of lymphoma in
the margin of resection or contiguous extension
of the lymphoma to nearby abdominal organs, or
both, and tumour size over or under 10 cm. In
the high grade group, a Cox's multivariate
analysis23 was performed to identify which of the
following variables such as age, extension to
adjacent organs or serosal invasion, stage, and
mode of treatment (surgery, chemotherapy, or
the combination of both) might be of indepen-
dent significance in predicting mortality.

Results
The general characteristics of the patients are
shown in Table I. Twenty were classified as low
grade, 11 as mixed grade, and 25 as high grade.

TABLEI Primary gastric lymphoma - clinical and laboratoryfindings

Low/mixed
grade High grade p

No of patients 20/11 25
Sex: male/female 21/10=2.1 11/14=0.78
Mean (SD) age (years) (range) 58(13) (24-75) 58(15) (23-79)
Mean (SD) duration ofsymptoms (months) (range) 30 (73) (0.2-360) 7 (9) (0 2-36) p=0-08
Symptoms (no (%)):

Epigastric pain 24(77) 18 (72)
Nausea and vomiting 15 (48) 3 (12) p<001
Gastric bleeding 12(38) 9(36)
Dyspepsia 13(41) 10(40)
Weight loss 11(35) 18(72) p<005
Anorexia 7(22) 19(76) p<0 0002
Malaise 7(22) 12(48)

Physical examination (no (%)):
Palpable mass 2(6) 8(32) p<005
Peripheral lymphadenopathy 2(6) 5(20)
Hepatomegaly 2(6) 6(24)
Splenomegaly 0 1(4)
Hyponutrition 1(3) 4(16)
Tenderness 9(29) 2(8)
Ascites 1(3) 0
Pleural effusion 1(3) 0
Normal 15(48) 7(28)

Laboratory abnormalities (no (%)):
Anaemia (Hb < 10 g/dl) 3(9) 4(16)
ESR over 40mm 8(25) 12(48)
Serum LDH level >500 U/l 2(6) 7(28)
Alkaline phophatase >280 U/1 6(19) 6 (24)
Monoclonal globulin 1(3) 0
Raised ALT levels 4(13) 1(4)
Low protein level 6(19) 6(24)
Normal 10(32) 1(4) p<005

Low grade Mixed grade High grade
Pathological stage (%)*

IE 16/20 (80)** 6/10 (60) 9/25 (36)
IIE 4/20 (20) 3/10 (30) 11/25 (44)
IV 0/20 1/10 (10) 5/25 (20)

*6 patients not laparotomised. Clinical stage only (1 low grade, 3 mixed grade, 2 high grade).
**1 patient was not staged.

Men outnumbered women in the low/mixed
grade group by a ratio of 2. 1. This ratio was
0.78 in the high grade group. In the low/mixed
grade group the mean age was 58 (13) years
(range 24 to 75) and in the high grade group it
was 58 (15) years (range 23 to 79). Seventy four
per cent of patients were over 51 years old. The
mean duration ofsymptoms before diagnosis was
30 (73) months in the first group and 7 (9.5) in
the second (p=0 08). In both groups the present-
ing symptoms that required hospital consulta-
tion were mostly ulcer related pain and a change
in longstanding chronic symptoms. Main symp-
toms at diagnosis were abdominal pain (77% in
the low/mixed grade group and 72% in the high
grade group), dyspepsia (41% in the low/mixed
grade and 40% in the high grade group), and
upper gastrointestinal bleeding (38% and 36%
respectively). Patients in the low/mixed grade
group referred to frequent vomiting (48%) and
patients in the high grade group had weight loss
(72%), anorexia (76%), and general deterioration
(48%). In the physical examination of the low/
mixed grade group, abdominal tenderness was
the only relatively common finding, occurring in
29%, and in 48% physical examination disclosed
no abnormality. In the high grade group, a
palpable mass was found in 32%, hepatomegaly
in 24%, undernourishment in 16%, and peri-
pheral lymphadenopathy in 20%: no abnor-
mality was found in 28% of these patients.
Routine laboratory investigations were not
significantly abnormal in the low/mixed grade
group and were, in fact, completely normal in
32% of these patients. In the high grade group,
48% had raised erythrocyte sedimentation rates,
28% serum lactate dehydrogenase values over
500 U/l, 24% raised alkaline phosphatase
activities, 24% low total protein concentrations,
and 16% anaemia; only 4% of patients in this
group had all determinations within normal
ranges.

In the low grade group, 16 of 20 (80%) patients
were staged as IE and 4 of 20 (20%) as IIE. In the
mixed grade group 6 of 10 (60%) were staged as
IE, 3 of 10 (30%) as IIE, and another case as IV.
One case was not clearly staged. In the high
grade group 9 of 25 (36%) patients were stage IE,
11 of 25 (44%) stage IIE, and 5 of 25 (20%) were
stage IV.

Radiological, endoscopic, and macroscopic
findings in the gastrectomy specimens are shown
in Table II. The macroscopic pattern found in
surgical specimens correlated with the radio-
logical pattern in only 7 of 18 (38%) of the low/
mixed grade group and in 5 of 16 (3 1%) of the
patients in the high grade group; the patterns
correlated with the endoscopic findings in only
8 of 19 (42%) of the low/mixed grade group and
in 7 of 17 (41%) of the high grade group. In the
gastrectomy specimen an infiltrative/ulcerative
pattern was found in a significant percentage of
cases with low/mixed grade lymphoma (p<005)
and a large tumour mass in patients with high
grade (p<OO1).

In the low grade group, all 15 patients
achieved complete remission and in the mixed
grade group 8 (88 8%) patients achieved com-

plete and 1 (11%) partial remission. In the high
grade group, complete remission was achieved in
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TABLE II Primary gastric lymphomas - upper gastrointestinal radiology, endoscopy, and
gastrectomy specimen patterns. (Values, no (%))

Radiology Endoscopy Gastrectomy

LGIMG HG LG/MG HG LGIMG HG
Pattern (n=23) (n= 19) (n=27) (n=21) (n=27) (n=23)

Infiltrative/ulcers 9 (39) 10(52) 10(37) 9 (42) 12 (44) 1(4)
p<O.05

Infiltrative/erosions - - 5 (27) 2 (9) 4(15)
Infiltrative 9 (39) 3 (16) - - -
Ulcers 5 (22) 3 (16) 12 (44) 8 (38) 7 (26) -

Tumour/mass - 3 (16) - 2 (9) 4 (15) 22 (%)
p<0-01

LG/MG=low/mixed grade; HG=high grade.

12 patients (57%), partial remission in 3 (14%),
and there was no response in 6 (28%). The mean
duration of complete remission in the low grade
group was 65 (48) months (range 6 to 156) and
only 1 of 15 (6.6%) patients relapsed after 48
months. In the mixed grade group, the mean

duration of complete remission was 46 (31)
months (range 5 to 88) and no relapse was

recorded. In the high grade group, the mean

duration of complete remission was 66 (101)
months (range 4-354); 2 of 12 (16-7%) of the
patients in complete remission relapsed after 48
months.

Actuarial survival in the low and mixed grade
groups was 100% at 156 months, significantly
better (p<001) than the 52% survival in the high
grade group (Figure). Only two patients with
low grade or mixed grade disease died, but in
neither case was the cause related to lymphoma.
However, nine patients in the high grade group

died. Six ofthese died between 10 to 60 days after
surgery. All these patients had bulky gastric
tumours extending to nearby or distant organs
and death was due to progressive and uncon-

trollable disease and was not directly related to
surgery. The two patients who had a late relapse
died, and in another patient death was not
related to lymphoma. In the whole series,
actuarial survival was not significantly different
in patients treated with surgery, surgery plus
chemotherapy, or chemotherapy alone. Higher
grade of histological malignancy (p<0-01) and
stage IV disease (p<0 05) were the only variables
that influenced mortality. In the high grade
group, none of the variables or different modes
of treatment influenced mortality.
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In four patients, a second neoplasm was
associated with the gastric lymphoma - one had
coexisting gastric carcinoma, another a coexist-
ing colonic carcinoma, and a third developed
urothelial carcinoma 11 years after treatment
with a chemotherapeutic regimen that included
cyclophosphamide. A gastric lymphoma
developed in the fourth patient seven years after
radiotherapy treatment for Hodgkin's disease.

Discussion
In most series patients with primary gastric
lymphoma have been classified according to
Rappaport,2>27 Kiel,' 4 15 28 Lukes-Collins, 129
or Working Formulation systems." 24 25 29130
These classifications are able to separate groups
of nodal lymphomas with a clear correlation
between morphological features and clinical
behaviour. However, these classifications cannot
successfully be extrapolated to gastrointestinal
lymphomas as MALT lymphocytes and their
derived lymphomas seem to have a physiology
that differs from their nodal counterparts.27 In
this study, cases have been classified according to
the system proposed by Isaacson et a121 in an
attempt to evaluate its reliability in separating
different types of gastric lymphoma. Cases were
classified into two groups ofMALT lymphomas:
low grade and high grade with or without a low
grade component.20 However, in a previous
report, using morphological, microscopic and
ultrastructural criteria, and immunological
markers, we found that 46% of the patients with
low grade malignancy had areas with a popula-
tion of large cells reflecting the presence of a high
grade malignant component.2' Thus, we have
also included a third group, the mixed grade
MALT lymphoma already discussed7 1619 20 21 but
not included in the initial classification of
Isaacson et al.20 In this series, 11 cases have been
classified as mixed grade, representing a con-
siderable percentage of all cases of B-cell MALT
lymphoma (19-6%). This finding suggests that
primary gastric MALT lymphoma forms a con-
tinuum with well delineated entities at either
end, which have a graded sequence ofan increas-
ing amount oflarge cells. It is also possible that in
this continuum a tumour increases the amount of
large cells and develops higher grades of malig-
nancy transforming low grade into high grade as
occurs in nodal counterparts.

Actuarial survival in both low grade and mixed
grade is excellent, with a 100% probability of
survival after 156 months of treatment. This
survival is significantly better (p<001) than that
of the patients with high grade lymphoma whose
probability of survival is limited to 52%. This
different outcome confirms that the grouping
proposed by the Isaacson classification7 16 20 iS
reliable in terms of prognosis and that the
presence of a limited component of high grade in
a low grade case has no ominous prognostic
significance.

In the whole series there were no differences
in survival in the groups treated with chemo-
therapy, surgery, or the combination of both.
These results and the good overall survival of the
low grade and mixed grade groups underline the
facts that most of these patients had localised
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disease, that after achieving complete remission
most patients are cured,9 151 7 and that surgery can
be a definitive treatment.242829 However, in the
high grade group the disease can present with a
bulky gastric tumour extending to nearby or
distant organs and can display much more
aggressive behaviour which cannot be controlled
by surgery. This presentation implies a very poor
prognosis despite treatment, as was the case in
six patients in this series. Relapses in high grade
patients also seem to be ominous events as both
patients who relapsed have died. Patients who
did not present with bulky or extensive initial
disease and who did not relapse after complete
remission had a good prognosis, comparable
with that of low or mixed grade patients.

In the high grade group in this series, surgery,
chemotherapy, or the combination of both, did
not influence survival and the effectiveness of
the different modes of treatment needs further
assessment. Some authors maintain that effec-
tive gastrectomy is essential for cure,'0 14 24 29
while others suggest that surgery alone is insuf-
ficient and a combination of chemotherapy and
surgery is better.253' Others have shown that
surgery does not improve the results of chemo-
therapy or radiotherapy.262830 Moreover,
only two thirds of tumours are resectable at
surgery.0 14 26 Gastrectomy is not devoid of
complications, mortality has been reported as
being as high as 16%' 428 and there is a high
incidence of short and long term complications
after surgery.2521 The use of endoscopic biopsy
specimens in histopathological diagnosis26 27 and
of imaging techniques in staging disease extent
avoids the need for laparotomy and gastrectomy
which consequently can be reserved for a
minority of cases.27 28131 A recent prospective
study of high grade gastric lymphoma30 found
that survival was similar in patients who under-
went complete, incomplete, or no surgical
therapy before chemotherapy and that the prog-
nostic factors predicting survival were similar to
those in patients with nodal lymphoma treated
with the same chemotherapy regimen. This
finding supports the view that chemotherapy
should be the elective treatment in this group.
Although bleeding and perforation have been
feared complications in non-operated patients
they have not occurred in this series or in
others.273032 If these results can be confirmed,
chemotherapy without gastrectomy should be
the treatment of choice for aggressive gastric
lymphomas.
When the characteristics and the extent of the

gastric MALT lymphoma are considered, only
the histological grade and stage IV disease (as in
all major series'5 24 29 33) influenced mortality.
Tumour size over 10 cm, presence of disease in
the margins of resection, or extension to adjacent
organs had no influence. Neither the classical
variables nor the different treatments influenced
survival in high grade lymphoma. These data
support the validity of classifying the two differ-
ent grades of gastric MALT lymphoma.20

Clinical findings also support the view that low
and mixed grade form a specific group that can
be separated from the high grade group. In both
groups, patients were middle aged to elderly, but
there is a striking incidence of low/mixed grade

in men that is not found in the high grade group.
Although in both groups the disease can be either
indolent or slowly progressive and most cases
had a non-aggressive course, in patients grouped
as low/mixed grade the disease can last for years
and in those grouped as high grade for months
only, a difference that is almost significant. The
symptoms are non-specific and not very different
in either group, except for the incidence of
anorexia, weight loss, and a general malaise in
high grade patients. Reflecting this scarcity of
symptoms, physical examination is normal in
almost 50% of patients with low/mixed grade and
in 28% of those with high grade. In the high
grade group it is common to find a palpable mass,
hepatomegaly or splenomegaly, and palpable
lymphadenopathy. Anaemia, raised erythrocyte
sedimentation rates, and serum lactate dehydro-
genase activities are common findings in high
grade, but the analytical findings are normal in
up to one third of the patients with low/mixed
grade. Although both groups tend to appear as a
limited disease, most cases being in stage I-IIE,
the morphohistological subtype seems to be a
decisive factor in dissemination, as only one case
(5%) of low/mixed grade compared with 20% of
the patients with high grade were classified as
stage IV. Upper gastrointestinal radiography
and endoscopy are very sensitive in showing the
presence of gastric disease, with infiltrative and
and ulcerative patterns in both groups and a
tumour pattern only in high grade. These pro-
cedures can detect the disease, but they are not so
accurate as the macroscopic study of a surgical
specimen in determining the pattern and exten-
sion of the tumour. The correlations between
radiology and endoscopy and the surgical speci-
men were very poor: there was agreement with
the surgical specimen in only 31 to 38% and in 41
to 42% respectively.
A final point is the occurrence of non-

lymphoid neoplasias in four patients. This
association means that primary gastric MALT
lymphoma can develop as a second neoplasm or
that other neoplasms can occur in both treated
and untreated patients with gastric lymphoma.
Despite the slow non-aggressive course of gastric
lymphoma, these patients behave as immuno-
compromised subjects who may eventually
develop immunodeficiency-related secondary
neoplasias. Moreover, a high incidence of gastric
adenocarcinomas coexisting (over 60 cases) or
following (17 cases) gastric lymphomas have
been reported.34 This increased incidence of
gastric carcinomas seems to be related to local
factors. An increased proliferative capacity ofthe
gastric epithelium next to the areas of MALT
derived lymphomas has been postulated (P G
Isaacson, personal communication) as a possible
mechanism. Helicobacter pylori infection is
associated with an increased risk of gastric
adenocarcinoma35 36 and is also found in 92% of
patients with gastric MALT lymphoma,37
supporting its role as cofactor in the pathogenesis
of both diseases. This finding may explain the
eventual synchronous or metachronous occur-
rence of these two diseases in the same patient.

In summary, the two types low/mixed grade
and high grade recognised in the Isaacson classi-
fication20 delineate two extreme types of gastric
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MALT lymphomas that differ in their presenta-
tion, clinical behaviour, and response to treat-
ment.'3 Low/mixed grade occur in elderly men
with a history extending over several years, non-
specific local symptoms, no abnormal explora-
tory or laboratory findings, a gastric infiltrative/
ulcerative pattern, limited stage I-II disease, and
with a very good response to treatment and
prolonged survival. On the other hand, although
high grade may follow a similar course, in some
patients it is associated with systemic symptoms,
laboratory and exploratory abnormalities, large
tumour masses in the stomach, extensive and
disseminated disease, and failure of treatment
leading to a poor prognosis.
We are indebted to Professor P G Isaacson for his critical review of
the manuscript and Dr J Mufiiz and Dr R Gabriel for their advice
in the statistical study.
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